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Securities rase .the government nal
founded much of its hope.
It was evident that Attorney General
Wickersham, who had directed the
governments battle during its later
TO
stages, was not delighted when the
chief justice began, but he maintained
tome hope of success.
GO
Chief Justice White first went into
an extensive recital of the facts in the
case and then held that the court had
SUPREME COURT
OF UNITED RUMORS OF A GENERAL REVOLU SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
ABAN
JUDGE ROBERTS ORDERS SPECIAL
Jurisdiction over the suit, which had
TIONARY OUTBREAK THERE
STATES DECIDES AGAINST
STATE 3 DECIDES
FAMOUS
DONS
NORTHERN
STATES
TO
JURY VENIRES TO COMPLETE
been questioned by the Standard Oil
GIANT CORPORATION
TOMORROW
CONTEMPT CASES
THE REVOLUTIONISTS
PANELS
company. Chief Justice White sa'd
from the bench that the contentions
VICTORY
FOR THE GOVERNMENT were as divergent as the ends of the IRON REGIME IS TOTTERING
REMANDED FOR ANOTHERTRIAL THOUSANDS
ARE FLEEING
MURDER CASE IS DROPPED
earth. He spoke of a "Jungle" of test!
mony and of law. The only point in
CONCLUSIVE which the two sides were in accord PRESIDENT DIAZ TO MASS HIS
UPRISING TO BE REORGANIZATION
JOHN MITCHELL, FRANK MORRI CONTEMPLATED
ACTION AGAINST CARLOS LUCERO
'
was that the first and second sections
LED
BY
PRESUMPTION
SON
OF
AND
SAMUEL
HIGH
ENDEAVOR
GOMPERS
CHINESE
ARMY AT MEXICO CITY IN
DOCKET
FROM
STRICKEN
anti-truof
the
Sherman
law
control
TO
OFFICIALS
CREATE
MONOPOLY
ERRONEOUSLY
SENTENCED
LAST STAND
WITH LEAVE TO REINSTATE
led the case. The chief justice said
me court icizea on zmi point as a
ENDS BITTER LITIGATION DECAPITATIONS OCCUR DAILY OPINION BY CHIEF JUSTICE basis on which to work out a decision. PEACE" AGAIN TALKED OF
LAWYERS IN A LIVELY TILT
Taking up the two sections, the chief
ustice
began consideration of the law, BELIEVED. NEGOTIATIONS
DARE
HIGHEST
NOT REMOVE
TRIBUNAL HOLDS ONLY
C. W. G,
WILL
TROUBLE GREW OUT OF WAR BE RELATIVES
FlITRICT ATTORNEY
to come later to its applica
promising
STREETS-CONDITIBODIES
ONS
MATTER REMAINING IS
FROM
BE IMMEDIATELY RESUMED
TWEEN UNIONS AND BUCKS
WARD AND W. J. LUCAS EXtion in the present case. He first
' REMEDY
HORRIFYING
AT JUAREZ
STOVE AND RANGE CO.
CHANGE COMPLIMENTS
took up the common law which dealt
'with the problems raised by the SherHong Kong, May 15. There are
man anti-trus-t
law.
Guaymas. Mex., May 15. The state
It was necessary for Judge Clarence
Washington, May 15. Setting aside
rumors
a
of
revolu
i5.
alarming
(BulleWashington,
May
Sonora is being abandoned to the
general
of
J. Roberts, who this morning opened
the sentences of Imprisonment, imtin 5:30 P. M.) The Supreme
tionary uprising at Canton and the
rebels and nil the federal troops there
the May term of the district court for
BASEBALL
TOMORROW
posed by the supreme court of the surrounding districts, planned for toCourt of the United States to- to order the
Mliruel county.
concentrated in Mexico City. Colonel
, Tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock the
of Columbia, for alleged dis morrow. Tens of thousands of perDistrict
affirmed the Standard Oil
whl''h
day
from
venires
of
special
drawing
baseball season for Las Vegas will be Diaz arrived here today with 500 men
f dissolution decree, giving the opened formally with a game between from Agua Prleta and began emhark-in- g
obedience to a boycott injunction, the sons are fleeing to this city.
to complete the panels for the grand
BIG INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE
government victory. The deel- - f the Maroons
will
The
Is
a
f
revolution
cover
sit
to
which
said
during
and petit juries
bis force on a transport. He will
and the team representWashington, May 15. The fourth Supreme Court of the United States
slon was read by Chief Justice
wide area nnd to be led by relatives
the term. Sheriff Secundlno Romero ongress of revision of the conference today held that Samuel
the Japanese Baseball association proceed to Manzanillo, thence over the
ing
Gompers,
White and iwas very voluminous, f
of high officials educated in Japan.
was ordered by the court to instruct of the international union for the John
of Los Angeles, Calif. The Maroons Tehuantepec railroad to Mexico City.
Mitchell and Frank Morrison,
of the
By the reorganization
More than $1,000,000 Is said to be
the additional grand jurors to report
Peace again loemed big on the hori
are gritting their teeth in anticipation
industrial
of
openprotection
property,
and secre available
president,
at 2 o'clock and the petit jurors at 3 ed here
fcr the rebels. Leaders de- t Standard Oil company of New
of the strenous battle they expect to zon of Mexico's internal affairs today
attended
by
represen
today,
Jersey, the chief Justice said,
tary, respectively, of the American clare they have enough dynamite to
o'clock. It was expected the panels tatives of thirty-fou- r
- nations.
put up. Yesterday Albuquerque de- and led Foreign Minister de la Barra,
This Federation of
there was prima facie evidence
Labor, had been erron- blow up the city of Canton.
would be completed during the af conference is
feated the Japs and the Maroons are as he started for the national palace,
to
six
last
expected
that there was an endeavor to f determined to
eously sentenced to jail on a charge
ternoon session and that the grand weeks.
Decapitations of rebels and suspects f
"We believe that we are
hang it on the Mikado's to remark
The delegates have plenarv of contempt of a local court.
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a
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further investigation made this
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A big crowd is expected.
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result there is a horFederals Evacuate Hermosillo
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;
Sonora, was evacuated today by the
lumbia erred in treating the contempt
following cases were stricken from
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proceedings as a criminal case and
the docket with power to reinstate:
south China and tomorrow
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throughout
military governor, leaving with
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not
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murder.
BLUE
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TO
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Opinion
Carlos Lucero, charged
WOOL TO REMAIN
the garrison of five hundred men
The effect of holding that the pro Is awaited, with apprehension.- Mr. Ward stated the territory Is nocWashington, May IB. At 4 o'clock
for Guaymas.
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In tho possession of sufficient evlthis afternoon Chler Justice White
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Impossible.
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be dismissed.
in the suit over the dissolution of the
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ot horse. Mr. Ward stated that there
At the same time the court exAgua Prleta, succeeded in
are several men by the Bame name
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all these forces proceeding to
been arrested; Cosmes Viarriall, lar- ing the revised tariff schedule on wool. Range company, at whose instance
Trust when the famous Knight case are the guests today of Yokohama. points,
was
case
the original
WILLIAM, EMPRESS VICTORIA
contempt
larceny
Russell,
Frank
of
cattle;
Guaymas.
ceny
which will be submitted to the demo
was before the court. He also deliv- This afternoon the mayor gave a gar
AND PRINCESS LOUISE
brought. Inasmuch as all the differlarceny of cratic caucus for
of horse; Lucio Perea,
ratification, prob ences between the labor men and the
ered a dissenting opinion when the den party, which was attended by
of
Rebels Taking Possession
sheep; Fred Farnham, burglary
ably within the week. Advocates of Bucks Stove and Range company have
Northern Securities company wa3
fifty officers and five hundred visiting
15. Emperor William,
railroad car.
London,
May
Naco,
Sonora, May 15. General Lo-free raw wool were not as confident been adjudicated, Including the ''Boyby the court as being in viola- sailors.
The following cases were dismissmell,
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Victoria
governor of Sonora,
and
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proceedings arose, today's
deadly weapon; Marclal Vigil, unlaw, on the free list.
Prleta westward and southward as
senExtraordinary pres probably the last to be heard of this Sheemess last night on the Imperial pended largely for support; while on navies were present, members of the
as they can be armed and fully
fully carrying arms. Vigil was
last
two
hundred
American
and
to
sure
embassy
has
been
bear
by famous action.
brought
tenced to the penitentiary at the last
yacht Hohenzollern, entered London the majority 'opinion in the Northern native and American residents of the equipped. One force will arrive here
term of court for larceny of a dwell- conservative leaders to secure unanitoday and were welcomed with great
city. Expressions of mutual regard today to take possession of and garricase mous approval of a comprehensive bill
son this town. A Bmall garrison will
ing; Pedro Plantard, an appeal
enthusiam.
were
exchanged by the speakers.
NON UNION DUILT
from the justice court of Chaperito; and these leaders insist that such J CORPORATION BOOKS
remain at Cananea and the other
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for
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guests
royal
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Jacobo Brito, abandonment and fail- bill would meet with caucus approval
in this district will proceed
a
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and
much
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ent at the unveiling of the national
the naval representatives of any other
ficulties and were said by Mr. Ward raw product, which eventually would
nation have been honored.
memorial to Queen Victoria, the emJara-millFrancisco
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the free list and result In a cut GOVERNMENT WINS CONTROVERto be living together;
go
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grandmother.
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king
of forty to fifty per cent In manufac
larceny of cattle. Jaramillo
EI
Tex., May 15. The end of
Paso,
VICFIED
ORGANIZED
LABOR,
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OF FAR REACHING EFFECT
queen and other members of the BritINDIAN'S RIGHTS NOT EQUAL
no(w serving a sentence in the penitured woolen goods.
revolution in Mexico seems near.
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met
TIM
OUTRAGE
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the
at
visitors
at
IN SUPREME COURT
royal family
tentiary, having been convicted
Washington, May 15. Three centu- Judge Carbajal, federal peace comthe Victoria station and all were driven
the last term of court; Daniel Nieto,
POLICE SERGEANT
of civilization have not brought missioner, this morning received
ries
INDICTED
in state to Buckingham Palace. Enorfailure to send children to school.
Chicago, May 15. An explosion par the full blood Indian to the
15. The Supreme
15.- May
San
Washington,
point telegraphic instructions from Mexico
Francisco,
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mous crowds thronged the route.
flat build- where
Several cases were passed over un- of Police Peter
tially wrecked a three-stor- y
are equal to those City, to proceed with the peace nedetailed as Court of the United States today
his
Fanigan,
lights
til later in the term when they likely messenger to the mayor, was indict- approved the recent sentence of coning in Bunker street early today and of the white man. Such was the deci- gotiations along the lines proposed
will be called for trial. Among these ed
families into the sion
drove twenty-tw- o
Rafael Hernandez
yesterday,
today on charges of extortion in tempt imposed in the New York APPLIANCE ACTS COMPULSORY
'today of the Supreme Court of by
are the cases of Felix Chavez, unlaw- connection with the investigation of courts on Christopher C. Wilson,
street. Windows were shattered for the United
which were based upon the demands
in
constitu
15.
States,
Railroads
holding
May
Washington,
of
cattle;
fully branding one head
the municipal clinic in the red light
of the United Wirless Tele- coming within the terms of the safety blocks around, and a large section of tional the twenty-fiv- e
year restrictions of Francisco I. Madero.
Nestor Bustos, assault with deadly district of this city. The indictment president
The telegram to Judge Carbajal is
of his refusal appliance acta of congress In 1893 the thickly populated Italian, district on the Bale of Indian lands.
because
company,
graph
of
weapon; Catarino Hinojos, larceny
believed to be signed by President
use of his official position to permit the examination of the com- and 1903 are under an absolute duty was terror stricken.
charges
horses; Ramon de Herrara, larceny to extort money from the women of
Diaz, himself, and it is rumored conto keep In repair automatic couplers .Michael Bottlgliero, the contractor,
pany's books.
of cattle; Adolf o C. de Baca, assault the district.
a formal acceptance by the
tains
in
been
(had
men,
employing
By this decision the federal govern- and other appliances prescribed by
with rock.
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far
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The case of Juan and Miguel Pet
' on the
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an
had
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troversy, in that officials of corpora- exercise reasonable diligence In re
tine, charged wlth unlawfully mark SENATE DEADLOCK
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same,
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cannot
this
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refuse
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give
set
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about it.
of
of
cision
guard
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Court
Supreme
Telesfor
today
examinafor
sion
and
books
of
Felix
of
noon. The trial
corporation
Shortly after the receipt of the me3s-ag- e
In spite of these precautions a
with larceny of
tion by grand juries lest they become the United States.
Chavez, charged
from Mexico City, Judge Carbajal
REMAINSJJNBROKEN
SUMMONED
YESTERPRESIDENT
powerful bomb was placed in the cen
Incriminated thereby.
horses, was set for hearing tomorrow.
communication with Dr.
into
got
structure.
The
TO
DAY
BEDSIDE
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the
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ter
of
explosion
The Supreme Court also approved
Upon receiving the report of District
Gomez, the confidential agent of
and
walls
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the
the
cracked
AND
BACON
ON
TIE
GALUNGER
roof,
PA.
Michael
HARRISBURG,
Pettine,
the contempt sentence imposed on PREDICTS RUIN OF
Attorney Ward that
the Maderos. It seems probable that
shattered .he windows.
FIRST BALLOT; PROGESSIVES
Sr., and Luis Gold, under indictment
William Dveier, of New York, secrebefore nightfall, representatives of
to
children
for failure to send their
VOTE FOR CLAPP
of the Lichenstein Millinery comNew York, May 15.Mrs. Taft, the revolutionists and of the federal
tary
CATTLE
INDUSTRY
TO EXPORT 60,000 CATTLE
school, had not complied with the Inwhose sudden illness interrupted the government, will again take tip tho
pany, who had also refused to pro15. A
structions given them by Judge RobMay
Sonora,
simiNogales,
A
continua- duce books under circumstances
May 15.
president's plans and brought him problem of restoring peace to their
Washington,
round-u- p
erts at the last term of court when
in
cattle
of
of
head
60,000
H
OF
FT.
COWAN
to
In
Wilson
ca3e.
those
lar
hurriedly to her bedside yesterday unhappy country.
the
TEX.,
WORTH,
tion of the deadlock in the attempt to
the vicinity of Cananea, Nogalea and from Harrishurg, Pa., was so much
they agreed to comply with the law,
FOR
PLEADS
OF
RETENTION
of the
that they be elect a president
the judge ordered
Taft
POSTAL BANK FOR VEGAS
" Naco has oeen ordered for shipment better today that President
A
DUTY ON MEATS
senate was apparent today when the
into the United States. It is under started for Washington at 10:08 NOMINATIONS SENT TO SENATE
brought Into court this afternoon.
15. Postmaster
May
Washington.
15. President
Washington, May
It was discovered that Charles Rus- first ballot resulted in no choice. Sen- General Hitchcock has annonnctd the
stood that fear of the imposition of a o'clock. Mrs. Taft's illness Is said to
senate
to
sent
Taft
the
the nom:
today
sell, charged with maiming a horse, ator Gallinger, the republican caucus
back
of
the
rebels
is
tax
trou15.
the
In the hearing heavy
be a recurrence of the nervous
by
Washington, May
additional
of forty-sevedesignation
33
under
while
his
L.
of
Stimson
is
inations
Russell
of New
votes,
candidate,
Henry
polled
has left Las Vegas,
ble, 'from which she suffered two
depositories, making a before the senate finance committee proposed exportation.
to
and C.
York
be
ct
bond and Judge Roberts ordered him democratic 6pponent, Senator Bacon, postal savings
war,
secretary
:v
years ago.
total of 16V since January 3. The new on the Canadian reciprocity bill today,
S. Millington, Herkimer, N. Y., to be
to be returned and brought into received the same number. Six proDECISION
S. H. Cowan, representing the cattle
IMPORTANT LAND
decourt. Russell Is understood to be in gressive republicans voted for Sena- offices will be ready to receive
(assistant treasurer of the United
raisers' association of Texas and the
Patient Rapidly Recovering
May 15. Hundreds of
offices
12. The forty-fiv-e
Washington,
June
posits
tor
W.
J. Lucas, attorney
Clapp.
Los Angeles.
States at Naw York City.
were af15. President
May,
Washington,
A second ballot was similar to the announced a week ago have reported National Live Stock association, pre titles to desert land claims
for Russell, reported that his client
Su
ruin for the cattle raising indus fected today by a decision of the
Taft returned to Washington at 3:15
had understood the case against him first, and, despairing of breaking the that they will be In readiness for dicted
.
ANTLERS SALOON CLOSED
on meats was removed. preme Court of the United States, p. m. He found a message awaiting
would be dropped. District Attorney deadlock,' the senate took up for con- operation June 1. Among the new of- try if the duty
corner of
on
saloon
The
Antlera
the
Ros-weob
'Mrs.
Bhown
Is
land
the
American
desert
had
Taft
entrymen
that
that
N.
fices
M.,
are
Las
capturing
E.ist
"Argentina
him,
holding
saying
Lucas
resolution
sideration the joint
Vegas,
Ward told the court that Mr.
provld.
the Douglas and Sixth did not open its
N. M., Clifton and Prescott, beef trade." .he said, "and Canada, tain rights by entry which may be a marked improvement during
must have misunderstood him when ing for the election of United States
"
doors this morning.
i
could
too,
Ariz.
vote.
day.
compete."
assigned.
he stated that he likely would not senators by direct

SPRING TERM OF
DISTRICT COURT
CONVENES

sn

prosecute Russell under this indict
ment. Mr. Ward said he thought it
was understood, however, that
he
intended to have another indictment
brought against Russell and that he
was to be held responsible for np- pearance In court under his bond
Russell is said to have cashed se7er-i- l
worthless checks. He is the man who
Is accused of shooting a horse belong'
ing to Nick Chaffin while driving the
animal In the country. The hore Is
said to have been .badly Injure 1
Judge Roberts showed his strict
discipline when the district attorney
and Mr. Lucas engaged In an argu
ment regarding the case of Russell.
"I must refuse absolutely, gentle
men, to settle disputes between attorneys," he said. "Russell is under
bond and must appear. Instruct his
bondsmen to that effect, Mr. Sheriff.
The case of Santiago and Onofre
I.efebre, charged with assault with intent to kill, likely will be tried here
this term. The men recently secured
a change of venue from Mora coun
ty. They were present at the shooting of Deputy Sheriff Rlcardo Lobato
for which Augustine Harmon Is now
doing time In the penitentiary.
It was expected at noon that the
court would be completely organized
for business this afternoon and might
begin the trial of cases.
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Your Opportunity
to Save Money

Off

ESTABLISHED

v

And the Season

O

Everything

13

Off

One-Thi- rd

n

Started

i3 Off

1862

i

i

L-

-J

Monday May

15

Just

v

to Wednesday flay

--

v

24

OFF EVERYTHING

ONE-THIR- D

In Dry Goods, Women's and Children's

Ready-to-Wea-

r,

riillinery and Men's and Boy's Suits and Pants
This includes everything in Women's and Children's Ready-to-WeGarments, Hillinery, Dress Goods, Silks, Wash Goods, Huslins,
Also Men's and Boy's Suits and Pants
Sheetings, Linens, Hosiery, Underwear and notions.
ar

NOTHING RES

E

RVE

D

EXCEPT

Sunburst Silk, Cadet Hose, Toilet Articles, Butterick Patterns and Publications and Threads

EXAMPLE
$S.oo worth of merchandise.... $3.33
$10 worth of merchandise.... $6.67
$15 worth of merchandise.. ..$10.00
$20 worth of merchandise.... $13.33
$25 worth of merchandise.... $16.67

HOW IT IS DONE
Make your purchases from as many departments as you wish, at our regular
marked price, buying when, what and as much as you wish. The salesperson will
then enter the different items in the salesbook at regular value, add the several
FROM THE TOTAL.
When upon
amounts together, THEN DEDUCT
the goods become yours. Thus: If your
payment of the remaining
purchases amount to $15.00 at our regular prices, deduct $3.00, pay $10.00 and
the goods are yours.

Nothing Exchanged

ONE-THIR- D

two-thir- ds

For Cash Only

of All Kinds

EXAMPLE
$30 worth of merchandise.... $20.00
$35 worth of merchandise.... $23.23
$40 worth of merchandise.... $26.67
$60 worth of merchandise. . . .$40.00
$75 worth of merchandise.... $50.00

No Telephone Orders Accepted

The Greatest Honey Saving Sale Ever Held in Las Vegas
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MEMORIAL DAY

WILL REORGANIZE MAXIMUM LOADS

PROCLAMATION

INTERNATIONAL

FREIGHT CARS

IS ISSUED

RAILROAD

REACHED

50V.

MILLS

URGES TRIBUTE BE GEORGE J. GOULD AND HIS
TERESTS TO BID IN TEXAS
HEROIC DEAD
PROPERTY

IN

PAID TO THE NATION'S

CLAIM LARGER
STOCK IS

OFFICIALS

.

NEW HEAD OF NAVAL ACADEMY
Annapolis, Md., May 15. Captain
John H. Gibbons today assumed the
duties of superintendent of the United States Naval Academy, succeeding
Captain John M. Bowyer, who relinquished the position on account of 111
health. The new superintendent ia a
native of Michigan and has for several months been a member of the
Naval General Board. His last command was the cruiser Charleston.
Previous to that duty he was naval
attache at London.

WOMAN

ESCAPES
OPERATION
WasCuredbyLydiaE.Pink-ham'- s

Vegetable Compound

Elwood, Ind. "Your remedies have
cured me and I have only taken six
E. I Pinkham's
Vegeta- Tbottles of Lydia
.
I
1

was sick mree
months and could

not walk.

I

suf-

fered all the time.
The doctors said I
could not get well
without an operation, for I could
hardlv stand the
Rides.
In.iina in
I especially my right
i one, ana aown my
IrifrVit:
. . .
.. r . .. lnor T hpcran
o"
one bottle of Compound, but kept on
as I was afraid to stop too soon." Mrs.
Sadie Mullex, 2723 N. Ji. St., Elwood, Ind.
Why will women take chances with
an operation or drag put a sickly,
existence, missing three-fourtof the joy of living when they
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound?
Tor thirty years it has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
has cured thousands of women who
Lave been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, indigestion, and nervous prostration.

w

...

.

..

half-heart-

If you have the slightest doubt
Vegethat L,ydia E. Pinkham's
you,
table Compound will help
at
write to Mrs. Pinkhamour fynn,
letter
Mass for advice.
will be absolutely confidential,
and the advice free.

of
of

road, which has been operated by a grain and other farm products during
traffic and
receiver the past three years, is to be the coming months, railway

ARE

AMERICANS

QUITTING
FORMER

LAS VEGAS

TRAINMEN

FIND RISK TOO GREAT IN WAR
RIDDEN REPUBLIC

True to its name the country surrounding Aguascalientes, Mex., is too
much like "hot waters" at present to
meet the modest demands of P. A.
Linn, a railroad engineer, who is well
known In Las Vegas. ,A few days ago
while on Ms regular run. Mr. Linn
received rough treatment at the hands
of the Mexican InsurrectoB.1 The rebels stopped the train some distance
from Aguascalientes. Perhaps the engineer didn't bring the train to a halt
quiclfly enough to please them as
they climbed into the engine and beat
him over the head with revolvers
Fortunately the engineer did not receive serious injuries. After paying
their compliments to the other train
officials the rebels robbed the train,
Mr. Linn promptly decided that Mex
ico and the National railroad could
go hang; he was going to get out. Accordingly he sent to Las Vegas his
wife and little son, Lawrence, who ar
rived Saturday and are guests of Mrs.
Linn's mother, Mrs. S. L. Stoner, of
El torado hotel. Mr. Linn is expected
to arrivfc in a few days. At present
he is packing up his belongings pre
paratory to moving.
W. F. Smith, a brother of H. C,
Smith of the Gross Kelly company,
and a brother-in-laof Mr. Linn, also
is employed on the Mexican railroad
He
running out of Aguascalientes.
sent word to his people here by Mrs.
Linn and he probably will return to
Las Vegas or at least get out of Mexico in the near future. He tells that
an engineer on the National railroad
recently was compelled by the insur
gents to wreck a train by running it
onto a burning bridge. The man escaped with his life, but the rebels
would have killed him with their
drawn revolvers had he failed to obey
their commands.
SWITCHMEN'S

UNION

MEETS

With ah
St. Paul, Minn.,
attendance of several hundred delegates from many parts of the United
States and Canada the biennial convention of the Switchmen's Union of
North America met in the old State
Capitol building today, to remain in
session about two weeks. President
Hawley presided at the opening session, which was devoted entirely to
routine business. While there is a
great deal of business to come before
the delegates, it is said that nothing
of a revolutionary nature is anticipat"
ed at the convention. The annual report to be presented by Secretary
M. R. Welch shows a steady gain in
the membership of the organization
and a full recovery from the losses
sustained in the recent strike In the
Northwest. In connection with the
convention the Woman's Auxiliary
also began Its biennial meeting today.
The president of the auxiliary is Mrs.
Barbara Strang of Duluth.
May 15.

"W7E are pleased to announce

to these good people that we have now a greater dis-not only
play 0f g00(J things for men and young men than ever beforeclothes, but the prettieshGents' Furnishing Store in Las Vegas. Our handsome,
new store fixtures enable us to display our goods better and adds comfort to the buyer

J NO REASON WHY YOU CANNOT
BE WELL DRESSED. The suits we

offer for $12.00, $15.00 and $20.00
are all wool Worsteds and
Hand tailored, latest styles.

Cassi-raiere- s.

I We

HERMAN WtLI A CO.
BUfPALO, N. Y,

also have about
2 dozen suits which we
offer for $6.95. Former
price, $12.00.

f'f

1$

Just received a full

line of Men's Trousers,
full peg top, styles for
men and young men.

$3.50, $4.00, $5.00

HERMAN WILB ft CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y,

at your service with "ROELOFS SMILE" Hats.
Latest Spring models. Everyone spells style and perfection. Soft hats, straw hats and Panama hats, any
kind you prefer. Come in and be fitted on time.

Hat

time.;

That time

is now.

We are ready

for it

Panama Hats, $6.50; Straw Hats, $2.50 to $3.00

If

U

Men's Spring and Summer
Neckwear

I

Pjj

Neckwear with the Spring Idea in every weave and patterns;

if j

--

FUEL PROBLEMS
Chattanooga, Term., May 15. The
International Railway Fuel associa
tion, which aims to reduce the cost
and at the same time secure the high,
est efficiency for. fuel expenditure by
railroads, met in this city today for
its third annual convention. In add!
tion to the railroad experts
many
prominent coal operators are attend
ing the meeting. The sessions will last
three days. The' list of speakers is
headed by Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, chief
of the United States' bureau of mines,
who will explain the results of the
fuel investigations made under the df
rection of the bureau.

such as Carter & Holmes, makers of fine cravati.
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HOME

MRS. STAPP AND MRS. GEORGE
DICE SEVERELY SHOCKED
BY BOLT

Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
sends out this warning to railroaders:
my
"A conductor on the railroad,
work caused a chronic Inflammation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
I commenced taking them, I began to
regain my strength. The inflammation cleared and I am far better than
I have been for twenty years. The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of the past and I highly recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." . O. G. Scahefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

it'

MEN'S TROUSERS

Mens Spring and Summer Hats

DISCUSS

Though a bolt Of lightning which
struck the home of William H. Stapp
on Hot Springs boulevard during the
rain storm yesterday afternoon,
passed uncomfortably close to Mrs.
Stapp and Mrs. George Dice, neither
of the women was injured. Both experienced a slight shock.
The lightning entered the hnuse
through the roof from which it jumped
to the electric light wife. It made
its exit through a window in front ot
which Mrs. Stapp and Mrs. Dice were
sitting. The electric light wire in the
room was annihilated and a ho'e was
torn through the window frame. The
house was not otherwise damaged.
Lightning played' several, other
pranks yesterday. It burned out electric lamps in 'several houses and badly frightened many people by making
the wires pop and pit fire. No serious
damage was done by the playful bolts,
however.

te

up-to-da-

while shopping.

,

H.STAPP

W

-

gen-eral- lj
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Don't Buy Elsewhere Before YOU SEE OUR NEW STORE

operating officials are turning their
attention to equipment. Local officials
are authority for the statement that
most of the roads this fall will have f.
large amount of new rolling stock. But
although the equipment has been
growing in size for several years, it
Is reported none of the new cars will
exceed in dimension those of former
years. The limit in capacity, it is
believed, has been reached.
For a dozen year3 the railroads
have been building bigger cars for
the freight traff'c, as well as bigger
nasseneer cars and locomotives of
greater traction force or pulling ca
pacity. Along with the immense Increase In equipment has ' come improved trackage and a better roadbed
m general.
Fifteen cr more years ago freight
cars had a capacity of from 28,000 to
30,000 pound's. A few of 40,000 pounds
were in
but one of 50,000
pounds rarely was seen.
Freight cars now have reached a capacity of from 60,000 to 100,000 and
in some instances exceed even this.
Cars of 28,000 to 40,000 capacity long
ago have been out of service. The
cars now in use are almost double the
length of the light cars of two decades
ago. Eighty thousands capacity box
and stock cars are now as common as
the 30,000 were ten years ago.
With the increases in freight cars
engines have been mere than doubled
In pulling power. In the early '90s an
or
engines that could move1 thirty-fiv- e
forty loaded freight cars of the, lighter
capacity were considered powerful ma
chines. Now one engine pulls 100 cars
of the largest dimensions.
practical rauroaa men now agree
that the present large capacity car is
about the ideal and few expect any
extension oi dimensions.

LIGHTNING

99

"To Live Wire Hen From
A LIVE WIRE STORE"

SIZED

Santa Fe, N. M, May 15. Governor
In the expectancy of moving one
Palestine, Tex., May 15. The In
J. Mills today issued a Me- ternational and Great Northern rail the largest crops in many years

fore- disposed of here tomorrow undier
i
closure sale. The road comprises 1,159
miles of line in Texas and is con
trolled in the interest of the Missouri
'
Pacific.
Many reports regarding the prob
able future of the property have been
circulated since the road was ordered
sold last fall. One report was to the
effect that the state of Texas would
buy in the property, while another
had it that Booker T. Washington and
a coierie of negro financiers were to
acquire the road and operate it with
negro labor exclusively.
As a matter of fact, however, there
appears to be little doubt as to the
disposal that will be made of the property. It is regarded as a settled thing
that the third mortgage bondholders,
including George J. Gould and interests allied with him, will bid in the
property as a preliminary to its reorganization. The commission is understood to have agreed to an issue of
securities necessary to take care of
Interest charges and provide for the
rehabilitation of the road.

Live Wire

ROLLING

"William

morial day proclamation, In which
he urges the observance of May 30
in honor of the nation's heroic dead.
The governor's proclamation reads:
"The 30th of May is again drawing
near. This is the day which has been
adopted by the states, territories and
dependencies of the Uted States as a
flay on which a tribute should be paid
10 the memory of the soldiers and sail
ers or the republic who lost their lives
In the defense of their country and 'n
upholding the honor and glory of the
Stars and Stripes. Without those
brave men who gave up their lives upon many a bloody field of battle, and
in many a fight at sea, the union
would not be what It Is today, the
most powerful nation in the world,
and the one government which seeks
to do what Is right and for the best
interests of humanity at large. We
should call to mind our brave de
Their
parted soldiers and sailors.
heroic and patriotic conduct should
ever be an inspiration to us, and in
spire us to guard carefully and preserve intact the glorious heritage of
a free government which our fathers
gave to us.
"Now, therefore, I, William J. Mills,
governor of the territory of New Mexico, do hereby designate and set apart
Tuesday, May 30, 1911, as Memorial
day, and do hereby request that on
said day business of a secular nature
be suspended as far as possible, with
in the territory of New Mexico, and
that the people generally join with
the patriotic associations In strewing
flowers upon the mounds which mark
the mouldering remains of our dead
heroes, and in paying a tribute of re
spect to their memories.
"And I further request that in our
schools patriotic exercises be held, --so
that love of country may be impressed upon the hearts and minds of
the pupils, and they be taught that it
is a duty which they owe to lay down
their lives if necessary In the defense
o the flag."
i
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Prices 50c, 65c, $1.00 and $1 .50

t

Offer on Wash Ties, all Colors, Tubular,

Special

V

j

v

S-

V

Worth 35c, for 25c

Spring Shirtings, Cluett Peabody, Makers
You will admire the new effects in Shirts, quite or stunning, as you prefer, pleated or soft, with the new soft cuffs and
and soft collars to match. All the new things. Prices,
AND

00, $1.50, $1.T5

$2.00

I

Bostoniaris

Famous Shoes For Men

Fit your feet with BOSTONIAN "Dress Shoes" and forget your feet troubles. Every pair of shoes
bearing Bostonian stamp is made by reliable manufacturers, who employ only honest workmen, men
who have had years of experience making honest footwear. We invite you to our store.

Prices, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

Special Offer on the Following Articles:
Men's Half Hose, in extra double sole, black and tan, 15c each pair.
.
.
.
Suspenders worth 50c each pair., On sale, per pair
Men's Khaki Pants, worth $1.50 On sale, per pair
.
.
.

Special, three pair for
.
.

.
.
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25C
28C
98C

Be Sure and Visit Our New Store
The Leading

Haberdasher

A

LA

CHERT'S

610

Douglas
Avenue

Between 6th & 7th Sts.
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iSpecial Showing
-f- i;u of Women's
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and Men's Low
Shoes. The
Season's Newest
Styles and
Leathers
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Reduced
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AT BACH ARACHS
to 31, Reductions in All Departments

I

to 20 PerCt.

Our advertisement is an echo from our counters. An echo is only an attenuation, nothing can quite
What we preach we practice.
atone for the absence of the original. Reading about the Alps is not quite as good as being there. And similarly we cannot quite convey
here all the inherent virtues of this Great May Saving Event. When will you favor us with a call?

Dry Goods Specials

Snow White
Muslin Underwear.

4
?

a.

Corset Covers

15c Best Quality Dress Gingham.
12c
per yd

a whole.

30c to $3.00

j
Petticoats
Gowns

.
j,

17jcLonsdale Cambric, Nainsook
finish
14c
15c Manchester Percales, 36 ins.
I2C
wide
Batistes
and
Lawns,
20c Holy
16c
per yd
35c India Linens, pure white, per
.....26c
yd
35c Persian Lawns, white and
26c
sheer, per yd . . . .
in
Voiles
Cotton
blue,
pink,
35c
26c
tan, white, per yd
15c Cheviot Shirtings, all colors,
nc
27 inches, per yd

.7".".i9c'to"$i.89

Drawers

69c to $9.00

..75c to $6.50

Combination Suits.

.

.$1.38 to $4

Slump in Prices of Women's Fine Suits and Dresses

r

Bargains

ioc Amoskeag Apron Ginghams,
.8
per yd

There are so many fresh and
pretty things in., Undeqyiuslins
here that it is ha'fd to know of
which you would rather h ear So
we will describe them as

Silk Underskirt
t

$26.50
$37.50 Short Jacket Suits, Novety Materials
$24-7Materials
Short
Jacket Suits, Novelty
$35.00
Materials
$23.50
Short
Suits,
Novelty
Jacket
$32.50
$22.50
$30.00 Short Jacket Suits, Novelty Materials
$20.50
$27.50 Short Jacket Suits, Novelty Materials
$19.00
$25.00 Short Jacket Suits, Novelty Materials
$17.50
$22.50 Short Jacket Suits, Novelty Materials
A woman's individuality expresses itself in her clothes.. So does
the lack of it. We do not want to talk to you all day long about
Bacharach's Suits, but we just want to induce you to investigate
the subject.

nr

50c

Wilson

Suspenders;

Brothers' Lisle
new

Per pair

35c

Redfern XX $3.50 Model; pure
whalebone. Our most comfortable make
$2.79
No. 305. $2.50 Model, Warner's
Rust Proof Corsets. A long
model; designed for medium

27-inc- h;

$6.50 Guaranteed Taffeta Petticoats in black and all colors,
38 to 44 inches
$4.50

$ .65 Fancy Taffeta
per yd

$7.50 Petticoats (written guarantee given with each), 38 to
$5. 19
44 inches
$8.50 Best Grade

Underskirts,

pres-de-so-

ie

Silk

19-inc-

h,

figures
$1.98
No. 266. $3.00, Stout Ladies'
Model. Warner's Rust Proof
Corset (long)
$2.48

48c

$ .65 Plain China Silks; any color desired, per yd
48c
.60
$
Lining Silks, silk and linen
yd
49c
per
0
Suu
Shun
Silks
$ .50
. per
yd
39c

Taffeta Silk
drop.
$6.98

19-inc-

$12.00 Extra Heavy Taffeta, in
black and colors, each ..$8.50

One lot Gossard Corsets, soiled,
lace in front; size 21, 23, 24.
25 and 27 Worth $5.00 and
$10.00. Your choice at $3.19

h,

27-inc-

Our

h,

of

Department

' Apparel

Ready-to-We- ar

BIGGER, FULLER AND BETTER THAN EVER. LISTEN
TO WHAT IT CONTRIBUTES TO THIS MAY SAVING EVENT OPPORTUNITY:
$20.00, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00, $32.00 and $35.00 Women's Imported Pongee Coats; full length; trimmed in colors or
blacks; silk braids. Your chcice at
1.5th off

JTlonday, Tuesday and Wednesday, May 15, 16 and 17. Any

brown or tan Oxford or Pump, worth $3.00 to $3.50 and $4.00,
flay Saving Event Price, $1.50 Per Pair.

$6-75-

.

$7-5-

.

$8-- 5

ed for this event

and $12.50, all Pure Linen Coats. Long quot. .,. . .$4.98, $5.20, $6.50 and $9.75
at.

......

Afternoon Gingham and Lawn Dresses, with or without peasant
sleeves. Sale price
15 per cent, off
Lingerie Dresses in newest and latest models, including Embroidered Marquesettes, French Lawns, Voiles and
Grecian Embroidered Robes from

Batistes

$4-2-

;

also

to $45.00

n

lien's

elastic.

h,

27-inc-

$5.00 Black Silk Petticoats . $2.69

5

i

Pair Guaranteed

$1.25 Plain Colored Taffeta Silks
98c
per yd
$1.25 Plain Colored Messaline
!
.89c
per yd
$1.25 Novelty Messaline and Taffeta Silks, yd
98c

EVERYTHING IN THE
HOUSE REDUCED

OF TARIFF ON WOOL NECESSIAS OUR
CLOTHING.
PRICED
LOWER
TATES
SUITS ARE ALL WOOL, THEY MUST MOVE.

THE REDUCTION

Red fern and Warner's
Rust Proof
Corset Offerings Every

Satins and Silks

50c Men's
silks

Kirchsbaum Suits

50c Men's
length
35c Men's

Four-in-Ha-

Ties in newest

nd

and

shapes

.:...39c
Four-in-Ha-

Ties;

nd

..
Four-in-Ha-

slightly

full

soiled;
.

.. .29c

One lot of Men's
Belts All Sizes Tans
and Blacks worth 50c

75c and $1.00, your
choice 49c.

Ties that give actual service. 19c

nd

Guaranteed pure wool; 200 Suits

Men's Cooper and White Cat Under-

to choose from; $15, $18 and
$20 Suits.

Our newest

best styles

wear Specially Priced

and

$11.49

Spear Caps and Hats for boys
and girls at 10 per cent,

39c

$1.50 Garments

. .

$ .75 Garments

59c

$1.75 Garments

...$1.49

$1.00 Garments

89c

$2.00 Garments

$1.23 Garments

99c

$ .50 Garments

.$1.29

...$1.69
$2.50 Garments ...$1.99

20 per cent, off on all Men's
These prices apply to Union Suits as well as

Suits not quoted above.

"THE
A Saving Event

SuitS.

STORE OF QUALITY

.

Las
o Vegas.
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Two Weeks of

Sweeping
Reductions, 10 to
33i per ctl off

Which Merits
Your Patronage

Two-Piec-

.
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The Prescriplionist

"HODGES"
Fibre Rugs and

man woo
t,uo
weighing, 'tile

does the
"measuring
the man Jvho knows how
nd wbyt the man on
whom everything depends.
Our resposibilityis never
lost sight bf for a moment
in prescription filling.
Every
prescription
leaving . our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure) if we fill your
prescription.

For Cash Only
Three Days, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

WINTERS DRUG
Phone Main 3

50 lbs. Moses Best Flour $1.60
50 lbs. Swansdown Flour i.
50 lbs. Homestead Flour 1.35
100 lbs. Sugar
5.60
iS lbs. Sugar
1.00
100 lb. Pots
2.00

Pots

12 lb.

Bt. Long's Pre

16-o- z.

1

.25

serves

.25

Jar Richelieu Apple

3-l- b.

Butter
5 -- lb.

.

30

Jar Richelieu Apple

Butter

2-l-

55

pkg. Richelieu Tea

.25

pkg. Naban Tea. .
Jar Heinze Preserves

.25

-

VllVlJ

Damson

75

or
Raspberry

75

....
...

1

can Pears, 2

1

can Peaches, 2
can Green Gage Plums,

15

2

IS

i-- 2s

i-- 2s

15

. ..

I--

can Table Apricots,
2

.15

I--

Kuner's

large Bottles

Catsup
pint Bottle Richelieu
Cocktail Catsup
pkgs. Macaroni
pkgs. Spaghetti
pkgs. Vermicelli
pkgs. Corn Starch . . .
pkgs Silver

.....

3
3
3

4

2S

.20
25
25
.25
25

Gloss

Starch

25

pkg. Grains of Gold. . .
pkg. Ralston's Break-

.20

fast Food
pkg. Hominy Grits .
pkgs. Hominy Grits

15
. .

.10

. .

25
25
25
25

pkgs. Mince Meat
large cans Hominy . . .
cans Tomatoes, 2s. . . .
large can Tomatoes . .
cans String Beans
cans Pears
cans Corn
cans Telmo Succotash,
lb. Cocoanut
can Cocoa
can Asparagus Tips . .
cans Heinze Pork and
Beans
can Franco American

....

....

........

Individual Plum Pudding
lbs. best Jap Rice
lbs. Navy Beans
Chow
25c box Toilet

25

.25
25
25

.20
.10
25
25

.10
25
25

Chow

Bottles

TO-o- z.

.10

Soap.,

.2
15

box Light House Soap 3.00
bars Light House Soap 25
bars Diamond C Soap. .25
25
bars Tar Soap
.25
White
Soap
Pearl
bars

cans Columbia Milk.. .25
.18
Sirl Bacon, ner lb.
.20
lb.
Cold Band Ham, per
MS
TO lbs. Pure Lard
No to Sack Corn Meal .20
nkes. Rolled Oats (Dr.
T

Price's1)
V lb Sack

25

Wyandotte

eanser

.20

:THE:
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PERSONALS

PRICES HOLD FIRM

20TH.
Heavy

2

inch post Brass Bed,
$11.95

Richard Dunn of Gascon arrived Is
inch Vernis Martin
Las Vegas yesterday on a short bus!
Steel Bed, ask for No. 1335.
ness visit.
$6.25 lor Child's Vernis Martin
Mrs. Herman Ilfeld and children
Iron Crib, size 24x48 inches, with
returned last night from an extended
high sides well built and substan-tlalvisit to relatives in Kansas City,
Misses Catherine and Abigail Sul'i- SPECIAL NOTICE
van have returned from Taos, where
We
will
glady meet all Catalogue
they had been during the paat two
House Competition, bring in a leaf-le- i
weeks.
showing the article wanted and
W. A. Golden, a United States post
WE WILL DUPLICATE
THEIR
office Inspector, who makes his head
PRICE3 on any Item in our line,
quarters aere, has returned from a
saving you drayage, letter writing,
visit to Detroit, Mich.
delay and money orders. Let us
John Pugh, the Wagon Mound
show you facts and figures, the
farmer, accompanied by his sister,
same as we have done in dozens
Miss Pugh, arrived this afternoon for
of cases.
a short visit in Las Vegas.
Daniel Cassidy, prominent business
man of Mora and a member of the
recent constitutional convention, is
In Las Vegas on a business trip.
Assistant United States Attorney
Herbert V. Clark returned yesterday
afternoon from tDemjng,' where he
had been on federal court business.
Opposite V. M. C. A.
T. C. McConnell of Santa Fe, deputy
collector of internal revenue, was East Las
Vegas, N.
here today from his headquarters in
Santa Fe, looking after official busi
ness.
Lucian Rosenwald, who has been ABYSSIANA RULED
here for some time visiting his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Roseitfwald, left
BY BOY EMPEROR
last night,' accompanied by his son,
for his home in Kansas City.
W. D. Dunn, who has been living PRINCE LIDJI JEASSU FORMALLY
in Las Vegas and El Porvenir for sev
PROCLAIMED AT ADDIS
eral months, 'will leave tonight for his
ABEBA
ihome in Chicago. ,Mr. Dunn has made
many friends during his visit here.
Addis Abeba, Abyssinia, May 15.
Mrs. Frank Eden and children left Prince Lidji Jeassu, a grandson of
last aSutrday evening for Los Ange Emperor Menlik, was proclaimed em
les, where they twill join Mr. Eden. peror of Abyssinia yesterday. The
Mr. Eden was employed for several coronation ceremony will take place
months in the Gump and Nolette bar- later.
ber shops.'
Prince Lidj was proclaimed heir to
the
for
Abyssinian throne on May 18,
left
J. C. Hall and family
today
Kansas City, where they will visit 1909, when he rwas thirteen years of
for several days before going to Aber age. Two days before he had been
married to Princess Romana Onok,
deen, S. D., where they expect to lod
the
on
granddaughter of
cate. The Halls bad been residing
late
and a niece
John
the
Emperor
some
time.
for
the Mora road
of Empress Taitu.
a
Minneapolis
E. D. Irons, son of
newspaper man, ana J. w. tteea or
PERFECT HEAllTH $1.00
Binghamton, N. Y., are In Las Vegas
Physicians agree that an improperfor a several days' stay. The young ly purified blood supply has every
men are expert typewriter "doctors" thing to do with the general health
and are finding plenty to do here in of the individual. Unless you breathe
their line of work.
properly sufficient air is not taken
the lungs to revitalize your
into
last
arrived
Waldo
Judge O. L.
ex blood to repair the bodily waste in a
is
It
Kansas
City.
from
evening
manner.
pected he will be an interested spec proper
of
Rexall Shoulder Brace com
and
The
trial
the
at
arraignment
tator
Will Rogers and Joe Wiggini, which, pels proper breathing in that it neces
it is exrpected, will occur during the sitates the wearer assuming a corre
position, thus assuring a sufficient
present term of the district court.
of air being taken into the
quantity
this
efternoon
left
Williams
Ben
.
to
1, lungs
give new life to the blood.
innAnt
for Ute rant waere m vn, iiioyrji.
is light, cool, comfortable
This
brace
and
Raton
Miaing
the properties of the
doesn't interfere with the circulaa
which
number
in
Milling comapny,
tion, and the wearer is unconscious
of Las Vegas people are iiterested. of its
presence except as an incorrect
several
bad
Mr. Williams will bring
Is assumed.
attitude
Some
samples of high grade ore
the highest endorsement
Bearing
of the ore is said to run as high as of medical authorities, we can un
as $300 a ton.
hesitatingly recommend this brace to
Four sewer contractors arj in the those who need such an appliance
in
city and are busHy figuring prepara- with every assurance that It will do
or the all that is claimed for it.
bii
their
tion for putting in
sewer ' We have the Rexall Shoulder Brace
Las
Veguj
the
of
construction
S. H. Gowdey In all sizes. Prices $1.00.
are
men
Can be
The
system.
and W. W.jtJlSiniore, Hitchison. obtained only at our store The Rex
Kin.. JamcB A. PrUigle, Kansas City, all Store. E. G. Murphey.
r
mhn mint. Freftnont, Net, and A.
or
Cleofea Romero, warden of the terW. Pullem, DenverJ F. J. Ghring
on tbsvork. , ritorial penitentiary, accompanied by
will
jbld
also
Las Vegas
Mrs. Romero, arrived in Las, Vegas
Alberto Padilla Jrrived fet night yesterday. Mr. Romero is establishing
from Albuquerque and will Horn the a camp of twenty-seve- n
convicts at
secMaroons. He probably wililiay
Tecolote on the road, to Santa 'Fe.
in fie game which
ond base for the locals
is being improved by the terri'
has
witt- the Jfips tomorrow. Pfiilla
under
the direction of Good
tory
teem on hb
the
Jap
with
Roads Engineer J. H. Meriwether.
been playiaF
wav home from California, jhere he,
wintei He Is Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
played durins.
and will ma- - at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
condition
of
in the best
une finest draught beers served over any
Marions
eriaHy strengthen the
bar in the city.
111.

THE

ROSENTHAL
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seven-year-ol-
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-
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WHO SAID FISHING?

ONSTOCKEXGTIANGE

9x12 Rugs 'at
10.00
FIBRE MATTING, the "Hodges
Kind," reversible and fast colors,
til the new' designs and color,
36 inch 35c yard.
$4.35 for those
$7.50 room
size
9x12 ft. Japanese Rugs in
be.mtlful floral and Oriental
designs.
ALL THESE PRICES HOLD
GOOD FOR WEEK ENDING MAY

$16.50, value
$10.65 for 2

1

TODAY'S MARKETS

Mattings
Just lecelved in all the new ;1 911
patterns and Colorings, we here
by quote them at the $ame prlcoe
as quoted recently by a pig Den
ver house, only ours, are Wool an
Fibre, while theirs were Fibre oW.
6 ft.x9 rf. Rugs, at
$ 8.00
7 ft. 6 in.xlO ft. 6 in. Rug3 at! 9.00
8 ft. 3 iu.xl0 ft. 6 in. Rugs at 9.50
9x9 Rugs at
9.50

.
ion
J

" 4
HOWEVER

PENDING
COURT DECISIONS,
WAS

SUPREME
MARKET

ctirmiut

1

If I

New York, May 15. The advance in
American stocks in London, before
the opening here, resulted in a cor
responding rise today on the New York
stock' exchange, but prices soon fell
back and the market became dull
Bonds were dull.
Trading was nominal.
During the
midday interval speculators held oft,
awaiting news from Washington on
the trust decisions.
upon tne announcement that the
Supreme Court would take a recess
until 2:30, the market, which had
been creeping slowly upward, fell Into
&
state of utter stagnation but prices
held firm. Union Pacific sold over a
point above last weekB closing, and
United States Steel, Reading, St.
Paul, Amalgamated Copper and the
Hill stocks gained large fractions.
The market closed irregular. Trad
ers continued to mark time while
awaiting tefinite news from Wash
ington.
,
The last sales were as follows:
Amagamattd
63
American Beet Sugar
1174
Atchison
no
Great Northern, pfd
126
New York Central
106
Northern Pacific
125

Riding

We want you to come
in and see our complete
line of fishing tackle.

mm
FOR.

Thefishingseason opens
the 15th, so now is the
time to buy your outfit
and be ready when it
opens

CASH
ONLY
Until this Ad J is

taken out of
the Paper

GEHItlNG HARDWARE CO

155

Southern Pr.clfic
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

114
515-51-

117

,

DOUGLXs AVENUE
n

8

f

75
118

CHICAGO GRAIN MARKET
Chicago, May 15. Big world ship
ments an? rains in the northwest

weakened the market today. ' The
opening hore was
to
of a cent
lower.
Fine weather, bearish cables and the
influence of wheat eased corn, July
to
of cent down.
opening
Local selling carried oats backward.
to
July started
of a cent off.
'After a little recovery whfeat again
grew weak,, owln to the mallness
of the decrease tC the visible
sup
ply. The close, however, wa 'firm
An advar.ce In corn resulted from
country saies being light but prices
again receded In
T 1LU
wheat. The close was easy,
of a
cent net lower.
Thd closicg quotations were a tel.
lows:
Wheat, July
Sept. &fv. Com
July 52;
0ats, July
Sept 33. Pork, July $15.05;
Sept. $15.4i. Lard, July$8.20;
Sept.
$8.27. Ribs. July ?7.978.00; Sept

..hi;

88;

33;

PACIFIC MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
Assets '
Liabilities

ANNUAL STATEMENT

CO., Of California

$20,765,188.27
$18,619,516.95

....

THE NORTHWESTERN

ST. LOUIS

WOOL
Wool

Paid .policyholders in 1910
,
Income, 1910
Insurance in force
Policies in Force, 425,481.

31,

10

lbs. Pride of

CO.,

$ 273,813,036.55

r

,W

32,869,899.3d
51,979,892.23
1,080,139,708.00

.a

1.00

Colorado
Colorado

LAra

.60

lba Pride of Colorado
Pure Lard

.15

Standard

.20

Bacon

Bars Teepee Soap

25

........

9

Bars D.

3

Packages Macaroni

25

3

Packages

25

3

Packages Vennicilll

1

C.

Soap

.25

Spaghetti

.25

...i,

Package Unrivaled Japan
Tea

.

30

Package

Japanese

THE- -

Parker Fountain Pen
Both Plain and Ornamental

1

Unrivaled

Tea

15

Package Good Mixed Tea

.25

The "Optic Man" is short
space In his valued paper and

are short of time

of
we

on account

of

taking care of your valued trade,

For Gifts

and, to make a long story short we
will duplicate any price made by a

At

competitor;

TAU F3 E R T

same

quality, goods

guaranteed

or money refunded.

CD.

BOUCHER

9

Satisfaction Guaranteed
SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

"20"
Flanders MODEL

July

FORE-DOO-

$4.

The Coffee Man

R

4.50;

MONEY

New York, May 15. Call money
prime mercantile paper 3
i
Ter cent.

2;

(Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
,

,

$800.00
T. O. B. Detroit

Frank Revell,
and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building job Woik a Specialty.
Phone Mam 336.
Opposite Optic.

.40

Standard Hams

2

WITH

NEW YORK

1.10

j

lbs. Pride' of

fure

10

$

1.30

2.00

Pure Lard

1910.

N. F. LE SUER, OIST. MANAGER,
Albuquerque, NwMMlcec--

NEW YORK METAL
New York, May 15. Standard cop

u.sU!3il.60; lead, dull; spot
bar silver 53.

lbs. Potatoes

273,813,036.55

Market
and western
mediums 13

per weak; spot $11.5511.65;

50

3

Assets
Liabilities (Including $15,485,576.77 held to
meet deferred dividend contracts) ..... .$259,780,59224
Funds held for annual dividends payable in
1911 and fo? contingencies
14,032,444,31

.

St. Louis, May 15.
unchanged. Territory
mediums 1517; fine
15; fine 11012.

lba. potatoes

Purely mutual and transacting business only inlthe United States
STATEMENT DECEMBER

..

in my bakery.)
100

6

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

$1.00

(This is the flour used exclusively

OF MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Mo., May 15. Cattle
Receipts, 8,000, including 600 south
erns Market steady to lOo lower. Na-

4.25.

lbs. Wolf Patent Flour

F. B. SCHWENTKER,
Albuquerque, N. M.
General Agent.

.

KANSAS

tive steer
seutheru
$b.256.15;
srteers $4.00(&5.60: southrn
and heifers $3.254.75; native cows
and heifers $3.006.00; stockers ami
feeders $4,715.75; bulls $4.005.25;
calves $4.006.75; western steers
$4.505.85; western cows $3,250)5.00.
Hogs Receipts
11,000.
Market
steady. Bulk of sales $6.056.12:
heavy $6.006.10; packers and butca
ers $6.05i!.15; lights $6.106.17.
oneep Kecelpts
12,000.
Market
steady. Muttons $3.504.50; lambs
$5.00 6.35; fed wethers and
yearlings
$4.005.35; fed western ewes $3.50

lbs. Sugar

50

FOR ,1910.

Sept.52.

$7.97.

w

18

CONTRACTOR

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
New Mexico.
Las
v

Vegas,

j

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

MONDAY, MAY 15, 1911

No negotiations
facturing plant.
have been opened by the Steel corporH
ation for the purchase of the Moran
company's plant at Seattle, but if the
plant should eventually be purchased
it would be used as a distributing center also, it Is stated.
The report that Chairman Gary has
been elected president of the Minnesota steel company, one of the subsidiaries of the steel corporation Is
ORDERS THUS FAR IN MAY FALL untrue. The office is etlll vacant and UNITED STATES ARMY HORSES
N
ARE TRAINED BY GENTLE- will probably be filled by a subordinFAR BELOW AVERAGE
ate official.
NESS AT EL RENO
FOR APRIL

STEEL BUSINESS

l5?e Optic

ANYTHING

mm

BRONCHO BUSTER

NOT NEEDED

BUT

THERE

RUSHING

COLUMN

The quiver rattleth against him,
the glittering spear and the shield.
He swalloweth the ground with fierceMINERAL HILL ITEMS
States Steel corporation' during May
ness and rage; neither believeUi he
has been very unsatisfactory. During
that it is the sound of the trumpet
15.
the latter part of April there was
One
Mineral Hill, N. M., May
He
salth among the trumpets. Ha,
new
some increase In the volume of
of the most enjoyable events that has
orders aa compared with the forepart occurred in Mineral Hill this season Ha! and he smelieth the battle afar
of the month, but it is understood was the party given last week by off, the thunder of the captains and
that orders in May have fallen below Mr. and Mrs. L. Hooker. The affair the shouting.
Optic'i Number, Main 2.
This might have been all well
the April average of 25,000 tons a was a house warming for their new
for the war horse of the time
to
is
enough
attributed
off
day. 'The falling
dwelling. A large number of
ADVERRATES FOR CLASSIFIED
but it would never do for the
Job,
the legislative situation at Washing- of
a
guests were present, including
TISEMENTS
war department of the West Point for
ton and the continued delay in the crowd from Las Vegas.
Five cents per line each insertion.
horses at El Reno, Okla., known as
of the big trust decisions.
Walt Naylor with a crowd of cow- the remount
Estimate six ordinary words to a rendering
have
of
been
steel
depot. The horses behesitating
Buyers
'has star.teu on the over'and trail
line. No ad to occupy less space than and
out
for cavalry and artil
turned
ing
are placing no orders beyond Im- boys
to Kansas City with a large bunch of lery arms of the service in the United
two lines. All advertisements chargmediate
necessary
requirements.
maron
'
the
i he will put
ed will be booked at. space actually There are some
cattle
States at this school are as thorough
indications, however,
set, without regard to number of that the railroads are preparing to ket
ly trained and as well disciplined
words. Cash In advance preferred. enter the market more
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, who resides in as are the cadets when they leave
fraaly, and ofin the historic
ficials of the United tSates Steel cor- Las Vegas, is back at her home
academy on the Hudson
needed
much
a
Hill
enjoying
to take their places as officers in the
poration are hopeful of a better show" Mineral
rest Miss Edith Martin of Las Ve- regular establishment. They are gen"
lng by the end of the month.
A woman for cooking and
WANTED
It la learned that the Risdon Iron gas Is the guest ort Mrs. Shearer's tie, they are schooled and are thor
'
housework. Apply 1100 Works In San Francisco,
general
oughly disciplined.
recently daughter, Miss Arolvl.
Seventh street.
Steel
United
States
the
Every indication points to a prospurchased by
They move and stand at command.
corporation, are to be used merely perous year for the farmers of Miner- Their riders majy slip over their crupWANTED Parties In Las Vegas who as a warehouse for the Pacific coast al Hill. The soil is in excellent
pers to the ground without danger,
would like to trade city property and Oriental trade and not as a manu
or may stand on the backs of their
here for farm land in Illinois or
mounts as safely as If the horses
Texas. For further Information see
were made of granite. Artillerymen,
Harris Real Estate Co., 614 Lincoln
charging up or down a steep hillside
THE LOBBY
Avenue.
shout their commands and the horses
8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
stop moveless In ( their tracks. This
0
A first class seamstress.
WANTED
is the result of their training at the
GOODS
ALWAYS
OBTAINABLE
HANDLED
THE
BEST
Inquire Mrs. Ward, 902 Third St
Fort Reno remount depot, from which
they emerge Into the army capable
of being easily trainel into troop
horses.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
FOR SALE
Thoroughbred Scotch
The war department for the first
lie puppies. 1203 Eleventh street.
time in its history, is giving scientific
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth attention to the care and training of
FOR SALE Motor cycle, in good
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth horses used in the different depart
A. M. Regular com
condition. Inquire at New Optic
Thursday of each month, eighth ments of army service. Under the
munication first and
hotel.
thirtieth breath. Visiting initiative of General J. B. Aleshlre,
run,
third Thursday In each
brothers
always welcome to the quartermaster general the Fort lieno
month. Visiting broth,
FOR SALE One furnished house.
depot was established April,
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
sachet; remount
era cordially Invited.
S22 Douglas avenue.
1908, In charge of Capt. L. Hanlcnan,
David
chief
of
records
Flint,
and
H.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas.
widely known In the army because of
collector of wampum.
his knowledge of equitation. Captain
FOR SALE 6 room modern house, Sporleder, Secretary.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and Hardeman has as-- ' his right hand man
two lota on hill. 1018 Fourth St
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
fourth Tuesday evening of each and assistant, Lieut. W P. Ennis of
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- month at O. R.,C. halL. Visiting the First Field Artillery
These two
FOR SALE Some gentle driving and
4Vular conclave second TuesBrothers
are
worked
to
said
are
hardest
be
O.
the
invited.
cordially
saddle horses, weigh from 800 to iA"
day in each month at Ma- H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W. officers In the United States army.
1050 lbs. Lester Sands, 620 Dou
D.
onto Temnle at 7:30 p. m. C.
About a year' ago a secmit reinoimt
Condon, Secretary
glas Avenue.
Boucher. S. C: Chas. Tamme, Re
depot was established at Fort Keot;h,
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues- Mont. The bulk of work, howevei is
FOR
SALE Thoroughbred R. C.
day evenings each month, at Fra- being done at Fort Reno.
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
white Wyandotte eggs, 1 for 15. In- LAS
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Fort Reno was abandoned as a mi'.- MASONS
ARCH
ROYAL
Regular
quire 812 Douglas Ave., Phone VeBrothers cordially Invited to attend, tary garrison several years ago, and
convocation first Monday
gaa 15.
B. F. McGulre, President; E.
its ten thousand acres of prairie
at MaIn each month
;
Ward, Secretary.
land are in every way adapted to the
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
'
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all demaneuvering of horses. There are
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
KNIGHTS
OF
recCOUNCIL
seals
and
COLUMBUS,
e
scriptions. Notary
now sixteen
pastures, each
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth with
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
ords at The Optlo ofce.
its wirtd mill, pump and shelter
secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer ahed. A number of the old barraiks
building.
OR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Visiting members are cor- - buildings have been changed InRANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Invited. W. R. Tipton, G.K.; to stables. Each
dlally
baby chlcka, S14.00 per 100. Money
pasture is adequate
S. Meets second and fourth ThursE. P. Mackel,-F- .
S.
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag' hundred horses.
one
for
Hay sheds
Mrs.
days In Masonic Temple.
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
have been built, with a combined
M.
Matron;
Worthy
Tripp,
Agnes
L O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
of five thousand tons. Much
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1
Meets every Monday evening at capacity
of the hay is cut in the reservation
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
their hall on Sixth street All visit- meadows.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
ing brethren cordially invited to atFOR RENT Dandy Underwood type
Economy in better service and in
tend. Carl Carl Werta, N. G.; A.
length of 'service is what
writer. Inquire G. K. & Co.
greater
NO
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, General .AleShire and hla associates
PYTHIAS Meets
OF
KNIGHTS
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; believe will come from the army
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
eveC V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. horse of the future as the result of
Monday
every
room for lady, with privilege of us
hall.
Castle
in
the remount depot Nearly two thousning
ing piano. 1024 Third 'Street
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODand untrained horses have been finVisiting Knights are
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ished at Fort Reno and sent to their
Invited.
Now is the time to get rid of your
cordially
Meets the second and fourth Fri- commands, there to be adapted the
rheumatism. You will find Chamber
Chas. E. Liebach-nieof each month in the W. O. more perfectly to their
lain's Linime.it wonderfully effective.
peculiar
Chancellor days
One application will convince you of
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher duties. Requests come daily to CapCommander. Harry
its merit Try It For sale by all
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George tain Hardeman from, officers in the
Martin, Keeper of
druggists.
Z. W. Montague,
Clerk;
Laemmle,
various garrisons, asking him to
Seal.
Records and
assistant deputy. Visiting Neigh- choose and train private mounts for
LOCAL TIME CARD
bors are cordially Invited.
them. Since the establishment of
BALDY LODGENO. 77, FRATERNAL
the depot Captain Hardeman has sent
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
two horses to Washington for the perDENTISTS.
WEST BOUND
and third Wednesdays of each
sonal use of President Taft.
month
Brotherhood
Fraternal
at
Arrive
.
F. R. LORD
The civilians employed in handling
A.
A.
W.
hall.
E.
F.
M.;
Hayward,
1:50 P. M.
No. 1
and
memtraining the horses at Fort Reno
Givens,
Secretary. Visiting
6:15 A.M.
DENTIST
No. 3
come mostly from the farm. The
bers
invited.
cordially
5:15 P. M.
'o. 7
Office Pioneer Building
typical cowboy cannot get a Job with
6:35 P. M.
No. 9
Rooms 3 and 4
Captain Hardeman, however, grandelo-quentlNO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD,
Office
Phone Main 57
Depart
he affirms he "can ride any102 Meets every Monday night at
.'. .. Phone Main 413
2:10 P. M.
No. 1
their hall in the Schmidt building, Residence
thing with hair on it. Captain Hard6:20 A. M.
No. 3
eman is looking for horse trainers,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
5:40 P. M.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
No. 7
not horse tamers. A horse at Fort
o'clock. Visiting members are cor7:00 P. M.
No. 9
Reno Is treated gently always. This
DENTIST
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presi
wins his confidence, even though the
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreSuite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones fire of the Montana range still be in
EAST BOUND
tary; C. Bally, Treasurer.
at office and residence.
his nostrels.
Arrive
There is a small village of these
E.
ROSENWALD
LODGE
NO. 545,
J.
M.
9:10
P.
2
No.
B. B. Meets every first TuesI.
O.
of
civilian
trainers at Fort Reno. Each
ATTORNEYS
11:10 P. M.
No. 4
of the month in the vestry
is paid from $35 to $40 a
trainer
day
1L
A.
1:15
No. 8
- Hunker
Hto the length of his
of
rooms
Geo.
8
A.
Monteflore
Hunker
Chester
at
month,
according
Temple
1:5 P. M.
No. 10
He is given free lodging
setvice.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
HUNKER & HUNKER
Depart
and medical treatment, but Is reIsaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
9:15 P. M.
No. 2
Attorneys at Law
quired to maintain his own mess. The
President; Charles Greenclay,
11:20 P. M.
m 4
New Mexico trainers are rarely injured by their
Las Vegas
1:25 A. M.
No. 8
1:1 P. M
No. 10

THE PRIDE OF VEGAS

It is understood that the business of the United
New York, May 15.

OUR LINE OF

two-stor- y

UNCOMMON JEWELRY
MOST

SUITABLE FOR GIFTS-M- AIL
ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

Wanted

J.

BOBEBT

TAUPERT

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

MAKER

OF

UNCOMMON

JEWELRY

For Sale

DIRECTORY

160-acr-

For Rent

r.

y

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.

ldll

Afa your

lmii

JL

f

Mils ia Ked and U
boies, eled with Blue
.
other. Kuy
IF
Take
K
rnirartat. Ask forCII
DIAMOND KRA.ND PILLS, for t
yean known is Best, Sfst, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

ifr,

m

wmm

mi

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pilla purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute,.
FOR 8ALE BY O. O. 6CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.

LAS VEGAS

NEW MEXICO

horses,, due la- large measure to the
methods, of gentle training imposed
by Captain Hardeman. The bronchor
busting, way would keep the hospital
sergeon busy mending broken limbs.
The civilian trainer begins at the
beginning.. He halters his timid horse,
as gently as possible, and then tries
to lead, him, petting and caressing
him, to gain, his confidence. Then
cornea the bridle, with its strange bit
The horse's legs are rubbed and
stroked, and. shortly the trainer is
lifting the horses feet Then, gently,
a soft blanket is placed on the horse's
back.. With hia never absent gentleness, the trainer leans on his horse's
back,, and finally mounts astride. On
the. parade ground or in the open,
prairie, nibbling a bit of grass here
and there, the horse is taught to respond to the brittle and bear his mas-tar.
The rider "rides all over" his horse,,
dropping to the ground at unexpected times, or sliding over his rump to
hi& heels. In this way, an untrained.
Montana horse has been made safe
and gentle in a few weeks. Spurs- are
never worn. When the saddle is first
put, on the horse is allowed to stand
In the stall for hours, until he grows
accustumed to his new burden.
The teaching of the horses toi drive
and pull is done in the same gentle
manner. A hundred horses may be
seen at a single time in the parade
ground, each with his driver on foot,
going around and in opposite directions. It is a scene of movement and
interest to lovers of horses. Captain Hardeman tells his men that a
horse responds to treatment just as
a man does, and that if the treatment
is harsh the horse will become Irritable, perhaps violent Furthermore,
horses have individuality, the disposition of one being different from that
of another. The capable trainer discerns these things.
-

ESTABLISHED 18 76

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

-

.oley Kidney Pills take hold ef your
system and help you to rid yourself of
your dragging backache, dull headache, nervousness, impaired eyesight,
and, of all the 111b resulting from the
Impaired action of your kidneys and
bladder. Remember it is Foley KidO. G. Schae-fe- r
ney Pills that do this.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
For soreness of the muscles whether induced by violent exercise or injury. Chamberlain's Liniment is excellent. This liniment is also highly
esteemed for the relief it affords in
cases of rheumatism. Sold by all

DRY CLEANING

ii

Reauires a skillful inrnrss Tn
at "jaiuiuii
and clean it without, shrinking or spoiling: the
shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
a number of years and have the experience.

fotj

1jhe Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
j

Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

3.S G. A. R. MEETIfJG
ALBUQUERQUE

s

WAY 17 AND 18, 1911
Tickets on sale may 15,16, 17, 1911. Final

return umn, May isu, tUll. Faro
tor the round trip
O.

L BA TCHELOR, Agent.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

era hit and fielded like veterans, 'a
deed, some ot them are. Another con
test between the two teams may be
scheduled later in the season.
Marsocns Angel, thirJ
The line-up- :
base; Schoeny, center field; Kills,
left field; lent, short stop; Ekberg.
first base; Montano, pitcher; Monsim-er- ,
right field; Hack, catcher; Har
mon, second base.
Bankers
Lejoie, second base; LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS CAPL
BIG RAIN STORM STOPPED THE
right
Crawford,
Lotd, third base;
TAL HOST THIS WEEK TO
PLAYING IN FIFTH
field; Chase, first base; Kling, catch
30,000 VISITORS
short
er; Magee, left field; Wagner,
INNING
center
Matnewson,
field;
stop; Cobb,
Little Rock, Ark., May 15. The cap- With both sides cla'aning they ulti- pitcher. Umpire Marshall.
ital
city of Arkansas is a mass
would
have
won
mately
the contest
of bunting and flags In honor of the
between the Bankers and the Maroons
SACK KIDNAPING CASE
at Amusement park yesterday after
Jefferson City, Mo., May 15. The Confederate veterans, their sons and
wives and friends, who are
noon was brought to a close when J.
Supreme Court of Missouri today daughters,
Pluvius uncorked the biggest rain listened to arguments upon a motion here from every quarter for the an
storm ot the season and sent the to quash the writ of habeas corpus nual reunion week. This is the twenty-fannual reunion of the United
players and upire scurrying or shel Issued by Judge Grimm of St. Louis irst
ter. Various stories as to the size to compel Richard B. Stack, a wealthy Confederate Veterans, the sixteenth
of the score are told. The Bankers Michigan lumberman, to produce his of the United Sons of Confederate
claim It was 4 to 3 In their favor
son In court. In his former .Veterans. The extra trains began to
while the Maroons insist the score wlfe'a application for the writ, Stack come in today and it is believed that
was tied at 4 each at the end of the is accused ot having kidnaped the fully 30,000 visitors will be on hand
fifth. The official score keeper got child. The litigation, which has been when the reunion gets under way tostuck In the mud and simultaneously dragging Its way through the courts morrow. The city x is
extending a
lost his temper, his presence of mind jDor several years, grows out of the
hearty welcome to all. Hundreds of
and his score book. When asked to divorce of Mrs. Stack, now Mrs. Orion tents have heen erected In
City Park
day by a representative of The Optic Allen Burbank. She obtained a di- for the accommodation of the veter'what was the standing of the teams vorce from Stack at Spokane in 1908.
ans. Already many of the scores of
when time was called, the scorer In January, 1910. she brought a
and maids have arrived and
thrdw a fit, bit a leg off a chair and charge against him of kidnaping the sponsors
features of the reunion will
social
the
stood on his head. Evidently he didn't boy from the home of Mrs. Cornish
be notable.
St.
in
resides
who
enjoy the rain.
Bailey, her sister,
The sessions of the reunion of the
The crowd In the grand stand man Loula. Stack was acquitted of the
sons
begin tonight, and will continue
wife
former
his
aged to keep tolerably dry and toler- charge, whereupon
the greater part of the week.
to
through
habeas
The
corpus
proceedings
cheerful
of
ably
peanuts brought
supply
Richmond P. Hobson of
child
Congressman
the
to
and "sodipop" did not run out and compel the father
bring
is to deliver the annual ora
Alabama
court.
the
of
once
a
In
into
the
while
some
would
custody
every
wag
tion. The reunion of the veterans will
spring a joke that put everybody to
get under way tomorrow. Wednesday
laughing, and made the bunch forget
Shake Into Your Shoes
there will be a joint reunion of the
damp feet and ruffled tempers. R. J.
Foot-Easthe antiseptic pow- sons and the veterans. Thursday the
Taupert and hU Kisselbote rescued Allen's
some of the ladies from the grand der. It relieves painful, smarting, big parade wiil take place. Another
stand and hauled 'em to tho street tender, nervous feet, and Instantly notable event of the week will be tha
buncar. With bis engines running forty takes the sting out of corns and
of the monument to the
dis- unveiling
comfort
the
It's
ions.
greatest
knots an hour and the trusty shlj)
or Company A, of the
Capii.al
Guards,
Mien's Foot-Eas- e
of the age.
Sixth Arkansas Infantry.
plowing up the seething waters of covery
It
Amusement lake, Captain Taupert makes tight or new shoes feel easy.
calfor
relief
a
certain
is
sweating,
to
bravely steered his gallant craft
4.
Althe improvised wharf at the rear of lous, swollen, tired, aching feet.
the grand stand while the crowd ways use it to break in new shoes.
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
Sold everywhere, 25
sang "Pull for the Shore." One brave Try it today.
FOR THE WEEK
cents." Don't accept any substitute.
soul in the stand showed his
Aladdress
spirit when he yelled: For FREE trial package,
'
"Save the Women and Children; I'll len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. '
Monday
Save Myself or Die Game."
Annual congress of Woman's Whist
One of the women escaped by
IN
WAGES.
INCREASE
BIG
opens In Baltimore.
climbing into her husband's shoes and
The League
Pa., May 15.
Harrisburg,
Women's golf tournament for champaddling to the Boulevard. Rear Ad
of the trainmen in the United pionship of the south opens at
miral Howard Simpkins saved the wages
and Canada have been InStates
lives of several fans In torpedo boat
in a year, accord
creased
$37,000,000
7oman's
British
golf
championship
Caballo
destroyer
y Carro.
to the report made to the inter tournament opens at Port Rush, IreReturning to earth, which Is now ing
national convention ot the Brother land.
dried
of
etuslon
the
hoi
by
sufficiently
air above uncorked, It may be stated hood of Railroad Trainmen by W. G. Opening of the annual polo tourna
that the game would have developed Lee, president of the brotherhood. ment of th-- Country Club of WestcheS'
into an Interesting contest had the This is the first statement to be made ter.
move
Middle Atlantic states tennis cham'
rain not come to gladden the hearts of the great
of the farmers. The Maroons showed ment in 1910 and covered every sec pionships begin In Washington, D. C.
Tennis contests between University
good early season form and the Bank- - tion of the country.
of Michigan and Union college at
SchenectaJy.
Pal Brown vs. Jack White, 15
rounds, at Winnipeg, Man.
Tuesday
Opening of two days aviation meet
The need of a tonic in the Sprinsr is almost universally recognized. at Yale University, New Haven.
Debutante Stakes, for
Bodily fatigue, fickle appetite, poor digestion, nervousness, lack of energy,
etc., prove that the proper amount of nourishment is not being supplied to fillies, at Churchill Downs.
the body through the circulation. The stomach, bowels, and digestive memJack White vs. Eddie Dennis, ten
bers are sluggish from lack of stimulating nutrition, and in consequence the rounds, at St. Joseph, Mo.
entire body suffers from the effects of a poorly nourished constitution. The
Wednesday
g
use ot a real
tonic when the system is deranged from lack of
Opening of the season of the Kitty
nourishment, will often prevent the development of some serious sickness,
because weak systems cannot resist disease, while healthy, well nourished Baseball league.
constitutions are able to ward it off. No medicine is of value as a tonic exTournament of the Central Illinois
cept one which purifies and enriches the blood, for until this is done the Trap Shooters' league at Decatur, 111.
body will not receive its required stimulus and disease-resistin- g
powers.
Opening of a five days' aviation
S. S. S. is the best Spring tonic because of its genuine ability and worth as
meet
at Dallas, Texas.
t
a blood purifier.
It builds up the depleted system in the true way, by puri
Goodman vs. Leach Cross, l'J
Jack
blood
and supplying an increased amount of nourishment to every
fying the
portion of the body. S. S. S. removes all impurities from the circulation, and rounds, at New York.
overcomes the unpleasant physical ailments of Spring. S. S. S. is for sale
Mike Glover vs. Freddie Welsh, 6
.
at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO . ATLANTA
HA
rounds, at Philadelphia.
Tennis contest between University
of Michigan and Columbia university
at New York.
Thursday
National A. A. U. wrestling championships begin in Portland, Ore.
Annual tournament of the Middle
Atlantio Golf Association, opens in Baltimore.
Opening of the season of the MlsBaseball

LOCAL TEAMS

ANNUAL REUN

OF CONFEDERATE

PLAYED A TIE

VETERANS

GAME 4 TO 4
,

Round Shoulders
A Sign of Old Age
It is possible for every woman
to have that erect, commanding,

graceful appearance typical of the
perfectly formed woman.

SHOULDER BRACES
correct anv tendency to become
compel deep breathing and
do this without the uncomfortable sen-

d,

sation produced by most braces.
These Braces are constructed
of cloth, have no metal parts toentirely
bind,
rust and break and may be worn without your knowledge except as yo'u assume an incorrect position.
Rexall Shoulder Braces, we believe
to be eqully beneficial for man, woman
or child. All sizes just send your chest
measurement.

Price, $1.00
E. G. MURPHEY

Rexall Store

University of

New flexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

Summer School
Six Weeks, June

July

5

1911

to

14

MONDAY, MAY 15, 1911

,

,

'

Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars
Exclusive

of.

Laboratory Fees

Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of materials is my

wage-increasin- g

NATURE'S
TONIC

d

biood-puniyin-

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.

motto.

Estimates cheerful'
ly given.

.

Phone Matin 227,

league.
Opening cf two days' aviation meet
at PaducaV Ky.
Interstate interscholastio athletic
meet at La Crosse, Wis.
s
Colonel Stakes, for
Downs.
Churchill
at
and upward,
Friday
International championship fencing
tournament for amateurs opens in
Vienna,
International amateur boxing
opens in Madison Square Garden, New York.
Opening of four days' aviation meet
at Belmont Park, New York.
Missouri Valley tennis conference
tournament at Kansas City, Mo.
Indiana 1ntercolegiate tennis championship tournament at Crawfords-ville- ,
three-year-old-

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

GROSS, KELLY

& CO

GROCERS
a ad Dealer In
HIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE

-

THg-

WOOL.
BAIN

VEHICLES-S- eS

WAGONS-RACI- NE

tour-name-

at

Cham-

paign, m.
New England intercollegiate athletic
championships 'begin at Springfield,
Mass.

,

Saturday
Opening of the spring meeting of
the Ontario Jockey club at Toronto.
Opening of the spring meeting of
the Montreal Driving club at Montreal.
Opening of seven days' race meeting at Victoria. B. C.
Virginia Horse Show and Race
meeting opens in Richmond, Va.
Clark Handicap, for
and upward, at Churchill Downs.
Tennis contest between Cornell Uni
versity and University of Michigan at
Ithaca.
tennis
Interscholastic
Columbia
championships at Columbia

i

pHCA

Young Men's Dramatic Club
PRESENTS

Y?!! CONVICT

three-year-ol-

tennis
interscholastic
Cornell
championship at Cornell University.
Boat race between Naval Academy
and Syracuse University at Annapo
lis.

A STIRRING

boat race at Princeton, N. J.
New England intercollegiate cham
pionships at Springfield, Mass.
Annual interscholastic track meet at
Harvard University.
athletic
interscholastic
Indiana
championships at Terre Haute, Ind.
Iowa interscholastic athletic cham
plonships at Des Moines.
SIGNS

SEVEN HOUSES
Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
East Las Vegas, N. M.,
M-Corona, N.
,

"

IN

2

,

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

rounds, at Toronto, Ont.
University of Minnesota-Universitof Iowa dual track meet at Iowa City.
athletic
Nebraska Interscholastic
championships at Lincoln.
University of Wisconsin-University

y

r

HAY I7TH

prices

triangular

Priaceton-Cornell-Yal-e

DRAMA IN FIVE ACTS

ONE NIGHT, WEDNESDAY,

75c

-

Lower Floor,

50c

-

Balcony,

Gen'l Admission,

-

25c

Seat Sale at Murphey's & Schaefer's

OF OLD AGE

Nowadpys we see many women otherwise attractive but who, because ot
stooping shoulders, appear much older
than they really are.
This condition is usually caused by
carelessly assumed attitudes during
the period of maturity which, allowed
to go uncorrected, has resulted in a
bodily deformity. It is possible to
correct these conditions and for every
woman to have that erect, graceful
carriage, which bespeaks perfectly
developed womanhood.
The Rexall Shoulder Brace corrects
any tendency to round or stooping
shoulders does so without inconvenience or discomfort, and is light and
cool. Unlike other braces on the man
ket, it does not continually bind under the arms or across the shoulders,
does not give the wearer that "harnessed" sensation produced by most
shoulder braces, nor can it interfere
with the circulation.
This brace is recommended by med
ical authorities
and is especially
adapted for children. We have the
exclusive agency for this brace, and
are able to fit either sex and any age
from the child of four years to the
adult weighing 300 pounds. Can be
obtained only at our store The Rex-a'- l
Store. Price $1.00. B. G. Murphey.

CALL ON US
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

Choice Colorado

FREE!

FREE!
free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR
We give absolutely

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

WOMEN'S GOLF TOURNAMENT
Atlanta, Ga., May 15. The eyes of
all women interested In golf will be

turned this week upon the golf links
of the Atlanta Athletic club of East
Lake. Here, beginning this morning
'with a qualifying round, 18 holes,
aieaai play, and continuing until Saturday, will be held the first women's
golf tournament for the championship
of the South. The large entry list and
the perfect character of the arrangements combine to give promise of a
highly successful tournament. Among
those entered in the contest are
women golf players of New,
Louisville,
Montgomery,
Orleans,
Charleston, Macon, Mobile, Jackson
and a
ville, Knoxville, Pensacola
number of other cities.

Spring Wheat

Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

No

131

Noise But the Wind

pio-mlne-

OVERLAND MODEL 51
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Pllea In 6 to 14
0c.
days or money refund!.

WITH FORI OOORS

"The Hill Climber," the CarThat Does Things
J. E.ROOERS, Agent.

San Mi ffuelNational Bank
OmpHal

Paid Ini

$100,000.00

Las Utgas

J. M.

CUNNINGHAM,

Pfoldent,

FRANK SPR1NCJER, VIccPrMldent,
D. T. HOSKINS, Caihler,;

Murpluu
tBB.OOO.OO

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

....

tjd. The Dollar Race

Is not won by him who earns most, but by him who
saves most. No matter what he makes the man
'
who spends all will always be poor.

Save Something

Ind.

Johnny Coulon vs. Harry Forbes, 10

0USE

(jJPERA

i

"

( Inooporated)

of

of Illinois dual track meet

,

Every pay day, be it ever so little. Deposit it with
this bank, so the cash will earn something for you.
Don't be ashamed of depositing fsmall sums.
"Many a mickle makes muckle."

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DAHK

!
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1

If

LAWN MOWERS

FECIAL

$3.50 and Up
Old Mowers sharpened by
called for

For Today, Tomorrow and Next
Day, May 15th, 16th and 17th

5 lbs.
x lbs.
10 lbs.
5 lbs.
3 lbs.

Pure
Pure
Pure
Lard
Lard
Lard

Lard
Lard
Lard

0

Compound

5

. . . .

.20

IO

16

Because the mountain streams were
Graduation presents of Jewelry and
diamonds reduced in price at Cellers, filled with mud many fishermen who
had beep planning to hit the trail
Sixth street.
early this morning, postponed their
Be sure and attend the Temple Aid excursions and their fun until later in
Ball next Thursday night at the Arm- the week. The trout season opened
ory. Tickets, per couple, 1.00 and this morning and the anglers were
much disappointed because their fish
single tickets, 50 cents.
ing was spoiled. The end of this
the chicken supper week will witness the
Remember
departure of
which will be served tomorrow eve several
Ashing parties.
ning in the Coors building, corner of
Sixth street and Lincoln avenue.

30
40

Always something a little better
than the rest at the White Kitchen.

1.3S

sack

1.30

Can Walter Baker's Cocoa ior
Can Walter Baker's Cocoa for

45

A
A y2-Walter Baker's Premium Chocolate, per lb
Monarch Brand Baked Sweet Potatoes, per can..i
Large Can Reindeer Hulled Corn, per can
Gallon Can White Horse Brand Pie Apples for
Gallon Can Monarch Brand Pie Apples for
Large Can Farm House Brand. Eastern Pack Fancy

.25
35

25

1.00

3 Packages Jellycon

25

A Pint Bottle Monarch Catsup for
A Half Pint Bottle Farm House Catsup for.

25

b.

Can Corn Syrup for
Can Corn Syrup for.
Can Corn Syrup for
Pint
A
Bottle Household Amonia for
6 Bars Fairy Soap for

IO

5-- lb

25
10

.25
25

for.

25

."

Packages of Post Toasties for,
3 Packages of Toasted Rice Biscuit for
Ralston
Buckwheat, per package
Pure Buckwheat Flour, per lb
A Good Mixed Tea, per lb
A Good Roasted Coffee, in bulk., per lb
8 Boxes Black Diamond Matches for
R
Sacks Table Salt for
Sacks Table Salt for
2
2 lbs. Best Creamery Butter for
20 to 30 to lb. Prunes; the largest packed; per lb
Small Prunes, 4 lbs. for
Self-Risi-

2-l-

25
. ..

i?o

..?..

.05
30
20
.25
.25

ng

, , . :

b.

10-l-

b.

1

25
55
15
25

first-cla- ss

KE DAVIS
Phone Main

N. B.
bft

193

or Main

194

For the accomodation of our customers our store will
open tonight and tomorrow night until 9 p. m.

fl

See Our Special Sale
"Ad" On Page "5"

trw,

100

lbs. Cream Loaf Flour

50

lbs. Rose of Kansas Flour. .$.135
A splendid grade.
1.30
lbs. Swastika Flour

50

50

lbs. Creeley, Colo. Potatoes.
lbs. Greeley, Colo. Potatoes.

7 lbs.

quarter size box Soda Crack- era
20 lbs. Japan Style Rice
JaDan Style Rice

10 lbs.

MADE RIGHT

Give Perfect Satisfaction

Our cakes are made of the
best material, baked in a
Sanitary Way we make

lbs. Japan Style Rice
10 lbs. Pride of Colorado Pure

VANILLA

P.-ld-e

40c

lbs. Pride of Colorado Pure
Tar

3

NUT

ANGEL FOOD AND
LOAF NUT 15c

Fresh Every Day at

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

JUST A JD$ EXTRA FINE
AMPELOPSIS VEITGHI or BOSTON IVY
The Best Herdy Vine In Existence

EerryllOnion
ionc

on

46V Ranch MowZW"''--

Cas Ucgas Cigbt
$ Power Co,

40

10

lbs. Lard Compound

90

5

lbs. Lard Compound

50

3

lbs. Lard Compound

35

50o

3

-- :-

-:-

of Colorado Pure

15

Jars Cudahy Eeef

.19
.35

GREAT CASH OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THREE DAYS, MAY 15,

Ex

16 AND 17

tract
Bars Diamond C Soap
100 Bars Diamond C Soap...

8

25
3.00

1

cans Alamo Lye
large rkg. Pearline

25

1

lb. pkg. Pearline

10

3

lbs. Evaporated Peaches
lbs. Bulk Currants

25

4

can Corn Syrup

3

:
10

PER

BEDS

CENT

OR

50C

TO

$35.00

BRASS BED;

$2.50 TO $35.00

FOR

CASH

ON

EVERYTHING

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

.25

623 Douglas Avenue.

85
25
25

pgks. Spaghetti
pkgs. Vermicelli

--

.25

25
pkgs. Egg Noodles
Corn
.
.
.25
Flakes.
Quaker
pkgs.
3 pkgs. Dr. Price's Rooted Oats '.25
15
1 pkg. Cream of Wheat
1 pkg. All Grain
15
25
3 cans Columbian Milk
6 lbs. Santos & Java
Blend
3

3

Coffee

20 PER CENT OFF ANY IRON

40

Macaronni

3

RUGS

25

One 2Vi lo. can Asparagus Tips
lb. Cans Asparagus
Four 2
3

20 PER CENT OFF ANY RUG;

20

Tips

SPICE

&-.5-

in

60

One 60o

COCOANUT

,?

1.00

1.10

Lard

3

,:

is the only way to make delicious," crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast off as you like it -

.50

50

B

1

'

The Electric Way

.90

,

CAKES

CARAMEL

g

1.73

1

1.40

;

Tea, (English, Breakfast),

Ool--

ong, .Ceylon, Gunpowder, or
JapatL 85c lb. 3, lbs. for. . . . 1.00
i.
(s JX'd
ill in Jthe flavor, come and
test it.
'

".".QteYe

50

Standard Breakfast Bacon ...
1 50C Jar Cudahy Beef Extract

CHOCOLATE

(Electric

.25

Standard Hams

WANTED Two setting . hens, Ply
P, E.
mouth Rocks preferred.
Barnes, 1018 Twelfth street.

Main

1.00

Narive Pinto Beans

large Box Soda Crackers...
half-siz- e
box Soda Crackers.

1

tailor-e- d

Phone Main 81.

EXCUSED FROM JURY DUTY
Giving as his reasons his age, whici
is 62 years, and his membership in
the E. Romero volunteer fire departs
ment, A. T. Rogers, sr., this morning
asked Judge Clarence J. Roberts to ex
cuse him from service on the petit Jury
for the Max term of the district court
for San Miguel county. The request
was granted, Mr. Rogers is the fath
era of Will Rogers who likely will bo
tried at this term of the court for the
kidnaping of his little nephew, Waldo
Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Ro
gers. It was a peculiar coincidence
that he should have been drawn as a
member of the Jury at this particular
term of the court.

.r-i"- r

1.50

on the market.

1

35c or 3 for $1.00

fGraaf & Hayward Co. Store

Granulated Sugar
$1J)0
lbs. Granulated Sugar.... 5.75

18 lbs.

Wo are giving particular attention to this kind of work,
and are better prepared for
ironing the cuffs on these
waists. The cuffs are shaped
to fit your wrists, have a fine
finish, and look Just right.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

I

day and Wednesday for Cash

5 lbB.

The Ladies' Auxiliary to the O. R.
C. plans and enjoyable dance and so
cial at O. K C. hall on Tuesday evening.. Dancing and refreshments will
be 10c. Price of admission reserved

All of the above are guaranteed to be
and at 0 saving of 15 to 40 per cent.
It will pay you to lay in a month's supply.

GREENBERGER

Also Monday, Tues-

10

Send us your and see how
good it is.

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's
church will meet tomorrow afternoon
with Mrs. E. W. Hart, on Eighth
street. The ladles will conduct a sale
of home cooking next Saturday In the
Wheeler building on Douglas avenue.
In the meantime they will take
orders.

i..

20 Per Cent Discount on.
Boys' 6, Children's Clothing

"A Square Deal"

Every lady who wears a talor-e- d
waist likes the cuffs to be
perfectly laundered.

You'll like our work on
waists.

There will be a special meeting of
the Las Vegas Grand Army post tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock in the
office of the Mutual Building & Loan
association on the plaza. A full at
tendance of the veterans is desired.

25

3

barker tray Fancy Califor
nia Strawberries
$1.25
And that you may be able to make
your preserves at the right price.
17 lbs. Pure Cane Sugar
$1.00
1 dozen Pint Mason Jars
65
1 dozen quart Mason Jars.... .73
1 dozen pint Economy Jars. . . .93
1 dozen quart Economy Jars. $1.25
zo
it aozen tseat jar Kings

(Just flour)

There will be a social dance given
by the Ladies' Auxiliary to the O. R.
C. at the O. R. C. hall next Tuesday
evening. Refreshments and dance,
10 cents.
Rights of admission re- nerved.

45

85c
. . 45c
. $2.25
. $1.95
.

.

15

50

The Ladies' Aid of the First Metho
dist church will serve a chicken supper tomorrow evening from 5:30 to 7
o'clock at the corner of Sixth street
and Lincoln avenue.

10

10-l- b.

7 Bars Lenox Soap for.
S Bars Diamond C Soap

Ladies' Tailored
Waists Nicely
Laundered

There will be held the regular an
nual meeting of the W. C. T. U, to
morrow aftornon at 2:3 o'clock at the
home of Mrs. John Shank, 513 East
Douglas avenue.

v.i2)4

and Tuesday

.

Just a little better than any other

To- -

3 Cans Farm House Sugar Corn for
3 Full Quart Mason Jars Bismark Preserves for

Monday

'

BfpeasusillG

Men's $1.25 Shirts
Men's 75c Shirts .
$3.00 Boys' Oxfords
$2.50 Boys' Oxfords

SALE

over-Sunda- y

15;

matoes

2-l-

o'clock

Always something a little better
than the r?Pt at the White Kitchen.

1.40

sack

10

16

I2

b.

48-l- b.

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet

3

14-l- b.

b.

Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.

95

Compound
Breakfast
Bacon, by the slab, per lb. . . .'
Fancy
average, per lb
Fancy Hams, 10 to
Fancy Dry Salt Pork, per lb
flrwl Salt Pork, nlates. ner lb
sack
Old Homestead High Patent Flour, 48-l-

b.

Always get the best at Nolette'a
barber shop.

40

,

b.

J

.52
rain
measured
Yesterday's
Inches, according to the guage at the
Normal university and brought up the
total precipitation for the last seven
days to 1.45 inches. The storm of
yesterday afternoon was the most severe that has occurred here for over
a year. The rain fell in torrents an1
the streets were running rivers. The
rain is reported as having been gen
eral all over San Miguel county. The
farmers and ranchers are feeling
happy as the prospects for a successful year have not been so good for
many year3.

LOCAL NEWS

60

Diamond M High Patent Flour,
Buffalo Brand, Good Flour, 48-l-

SPECIAL

LFELD

I

PHONE MAIN 379

25
.

Compound

method;

ed returpedfor $1.00

LUDWIG Wn.

$1.00

Sugar for
lbs. best Greely Potatoes for

18 lbs.
10 lbs.

' new

.

STRAWBERRY

FOR CASH ONLY
11

For Cash Only

RETAIL PRICES- -

or More, Each Delivery,
to 2,000 Ibi., Each Delivery
to i,000 Iba., Each Delivery
to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Lesa Than SO Iba Each Delivery

2,000 lb.
1,000 lbs.
. 200 Iba.
60 Iba.

AGUA

20o per 108 Ibi.
25c per 100 Iba.
30e per 100 Iba.
40c per 100 Iba.
50c per 100 Iba.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Stores and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting, Qualities of, Which' Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

til

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrillos

C O At Lb A.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

I. H. STEARNS

Anthracite

Pure Thin&r TorEat

JOV7 ODD

Fool

Coal, all

sizes-Ste- am

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling
21

